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ABSTRACT

By using Bernard's method [51, the Ward identities for

N - 1 super-Kac-Moody algebras on supertorus are completely

given in the sense that any correlation function with currents

inserted in it can be reduced from the correlation functions

without insertion. The differential equations for the super-

characters on supertorus are derived from the Ward identities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Uess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models [1] on arbitrary

Riemann surface have attracted a lot of interest [2]. These soodels provide

an elegant example of a class of confoTtnal field theories because of their

conformal and Kac-Moody symmetries. WZW model on higher genus Riemann surface

is one of the most interesting problems since it is related to the loop expansions

of string compactified on group manifold.

As it is well known, there are three kinds of Ward identities for the

WZW model, namely, the conformal Ward identity, the current Ward identity

resulting from the group translation and the mixed Ward identity. The Ward

identities play an important role in determining the correlation functions.

By using the Ward identities, one can derive the differential equations for

characters of either Virasoro or Kac-Moody algebras.

T. Eguchi and H. Ooguri presented a general formalism of Ward identities

on higher genus Riemann surface for both conformal and current ones [3]. The

super symmetric extension could be found in Refs.[4j- However, as pointed out.

by D. Bernard (5|, if we go to higher genus Riemann surface, some troubles may

arise for the complete description of the current Ward identity due to the

ambiguity in the description of the zero modes of currents. In order to define

the action of the current zero modes inside a correlation function, he introduced

the character valued expectation for each element g of the Lie group G and

then define the action of the zero modes of currents by the Lie derivative on

the group manifold along the left-invariant Killing vector. The main purpose

of this paper is to generalize this method to the supersymmetric case. We

shall give the Ward identities for the current algebra (super-Kac-Moody algebra)

of N = 1 supersymmetric WZW model on supertorus and derive the differential

equations for super-characters. For N >, 2 SUSY-WZW model, the derivation

is straightforward but lengthy. It will appear elsewhere.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, we shall define super-

character valued expectation values in trace formalism and the action of the

zero modes of the super-current inside the correlation functions. And then

we shall give the Ward identities of the current with one or two insertions of
the currents for N = 1 SUSY-WZW model on supertorus. In Sec.3, we shall

derive the differential equations for the super-character of N = 1 super-Kac-

Moody algebra on supertorus. Finally, some conclusions and discussions will

be given in Sec,4
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2. SUPER-CURRENT WARD IDENTITIES ON SUPERTORUS

The N = 1 supertorus is generated by two translations on the super-

complex plane specified by even and odd coordinates (z,8) (hereafter, one

omits the counterpart (z,6)). There are four spin structures corresponding to

the four different boundary conditions: (+,-), (-,-), (-,+) and (+,+) in which

(+,+) denotes the odd spin structure and others even. In this paper, we only

pay attention to the odd spin structure (+,+) because of its complexity.

The even spin structures can be treated similarly and easily.

The super-translation for the odd spin structure is given by

(z,9) -v. (z+1,9)

(z,e) ^ (Z+T+BT,

where (x,6) is the moduli and super-moduli parameters, respectively.

The generator of the super-translation (2.1) is

2nii(Ln - C/24) 2ni6GQ
Q = e e

(2.1)

(2.2)

To cope with the zero modes of currents inside a correlation function,

one defines "super-character valued expectation values" as follows

< •1(Z1)...(|)NCZN) >g = Tr{(-l)FQg<t,1(Z1)...<fN(ZN)}/Z(t><5;g) (2.3)

Here Z(x,S;g) is the partion function, depending on ( T . 4 ) but also on the

element g of the Lie group G, g € G. (-1) is introduced for taking into

account the periodicity of fermions. The trace is taken over the Ramond vector.

IN N = 1 SUSY-WZW model, the super-current Ja(Z) (a » l,...dim G)

has 1/2-conformal weight which can be written as follows

ja(Z) (2.4)

"a a
where ] is the ferroionic current whereas j the bosonic one. Now we can
expand ja(z) and ja(z) in the Laurient series,

-n-1 (2.5a)

(2.5b)
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In order to have a complete description of the Ward identities for the

super-current, one also needs to define the action of the zero modes j- O n )

inside the correlation functions. Following Bernard 15], the action of the

zero modes jjj (j?) are defined by

and

j* > = £a log Z(T,6;g)

< Jn * > " < Jr

log Z(T,6;g)

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

where is the Lie derivative on the group manifold G along the left

invariant Killing vector e^, and is the supersymmetric partner of

In Eqs.(2.6)-(2.7) and hereafter we suppress the lower index in < ... > for

simplicity without ambiguity.

We are now in the position to derive the current Ward identities for

one insertion of current j ^? a^
 o n supertorus from Eqs.(2•1)-(2.7). By

using a permutation invariance of trace form and noticing the fact that j a

(j*3) is a Virasoro primary field with conformal weight 1 (1/2) and is settled

in the adjoint representation of the Lie group G, namely,

BJ
a(Z)g"] Jb(Z) (2.8)

where y an element of the Lie algebra U associated to an element g of

the Lie group G with K - exp(-y) and adif denotes the adjoint representation

of YJ one obtains the Hard identities for one insertion of a current j a Cja)

on supertorus

z< - z< j (z)

a

,.fl1...*„(?„.8

(2.9a)
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and

YfkT r-—
U M i - q -

k=l

(2.9b)

Here q - e21'11, t?, -, = B.(td) is the representation of td£ $ that only acts
<id k d
t 6 t

e21'1'1, t ? = B(td)
<id k

on the field $fc; t ( k ) = 6 ( k )

In a similar way, we have no difficulty to derive the Ward identities

for two insertions of the currents on supertorus

- z<

-n-1

k=l n»0

" q

+ ; 2*« n — w-n-mf 1

l
1 "\ . -ed. .h . /r. .1,

r— if, < l 1, £,,8 ).

(2.10a)
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- z< j

-n-l (

n?0

= -<v) L 1.1K6 ) - n

*Z
- 2TU6

n?0

# u e

ft J i

.,.0

d

(2.10b)

N

- Z
l
Z
k=l nW

NE
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r L J b

-n-1/2

nfO

(2,10c)

2Ti* > z L l- -r-

k=l nW -̂ Z-U 1

ft)""-

•o5 )1/2 2,» --- 1 / 2

(2.10d)

In the derivation of the two point Hard identities, i.e. Eqs.(2.10),

we have employed the well-known super-Kac-Moody algebra [6]

(2.11)
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As one can see from the Ward identities, Eqs.(2.9)-(2.10), there is no

zero modes j? U n ) inside the correlation functions, instead they involve

derivatives with respect to all (super)-moduli paraneters t(i) and the element

g of the Lie group G. This completely describe the Ward identities without

any ambiguity.

3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR SUPER-CHARACTERS

It is well-known that the superstress tensor in SUSY-WZW models can be?

constructed from the super-current J (Z) [7]

- i DJ'J" (3.1)

here D *= — + B — is a covariant derivative in super-complex plane. We

ay write Eq.(3.1) is the component form as follows

24- f . : r ib V (3.2a)TF(Z) - i : j 3 T ••

TH(z) = i i (j" j'
. a «, b A C (3.2b)

Employing the Ward identities (2.9) and (2.10, one finds the following expectat ion

values of T and T on the supertorus after the straightforward but lengthy '

computat ions

3K'
a b

L f

(3.3a)

2i fabc z-l

+ ̂  fabc[

B

Fhc
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K h de -*h
(3.3b)

where

(3.4a)

cd
(3.4b)

rabhc
lie + f

r ,

j n

u -
n+m

ahc +

i , n -ady 1 ady n+m iU - q e Jd K
e ' 1 J

a

n -adv adv m i ady n+m
1 - q e ' I l a * - n 1 i p ' - o

-n -adv [ ady m-n e
1 - q e ' 1 \ a ' - n 1

h e

U -n -
- q e

-n -ady I ady m ad> m-n

he

\b r- >hc

q - e q e

g a sa + — a — - 1 61 +
+ m -ady I m ady n d m -ady ady n

I n — o ' l i n o — /"i I i f l — P l i f t O l i

m -ady I ady n m adv n
" B l i e - q J. U e ' - q

3_

q- - e

he

m -ady n -ady I I IB+n -ady

q - « V c lq - e TJd U - <=

(3.4c)

D =

n=l
adv n
e - q

ab db

n -ady I n -ady
- d I 1 q - e

db
(3.Ad)
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n "\ab

n=l

n -ady

bd

" q

b̂d

!£ rad

P r a d

• b de

- q VV
adY n

- q e

f

f J
\\ - q ne- a

dc

(3.4)

One remark we should address here is that in the course of deriving

Eqs.(3.3)-(3.4), we have used the definitions (2.6) and (2.7) of zero modes

jg (Jn' a n d t'le following induced identities for products of two or three aero

modes,

(3.5)

and
.a .b

Z

J J (3.6)

J
-1

By the definitions (2.3) of the super-character, it is easy to find that the

super-stress tensor expectation value is given by the variation of the super-

partition function Z(t,S;z) with respect to the (super) moduli parameter

z2 < TB

o,2 < TB

(3.7a)

(3.7b)
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Eq.(3,7) is essentially one of the mixed super-Kac-Moody and super-
n

Virasoro Ward identities. Having inserted the expressions (3.6) of < T >

and < T > into Eq.(3.7) and chosen -y in the Cartan subalgebra of ^y. ,

g = exp(if) = exp(i2n<ti-h) or g = i2irf;'h, we obtain the partial differential

equations for the super-character of the N • 1 super-Kac-Moody algebra on

supertorus. Unfortunately, these equations are too complicated to solve.

Finally, we would like to point out that a linear term of $ f.n Z (or

•Jt 8,n Z) disappears in the differential equations of^the super-character.

The reason for this is that the linear terms of of (ct) coming from the cubic

and quadratic terms of J in Eq.(3.1) exactly cancel each other.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have shown that, by using Bernard's method [5], the Ward identities

for the super-WZW models on supertorus are given in a complete way by which we

mean that the Ward identities entirely determine the correlators with any

insertions of supercurrents in terms of the correlators without any insertion

of supercurrent inside.

The key of this constructionis to introduce the "character valued

correlations" insertion of an element of the Lie group G. We have also derived

the partial differential equations satisfied by the super-characters of N = 1

super-Kac-Moody algebras. These are third order differential equations.

This is because the third order derivative arisen from the second tern of Eq.(3.1)

(the product of three super-currents). These differential equations are much more

complicated than those in the non-supersymmetric case, because they involve

the derivatives with respect to modular and super-modular parameters as well

as the elements of the Lie group.

In this paper, we have only treated the case of the odd spin structure.

For the cases of even spin structures, one can similarly and easily to deal

with.
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